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Upcoming 
Live Classes 
in July

Design Thinking for Academic Research
PhD projects are not for your supervisor but also
for the community. PhD projects can go to the
market and make you become an entrepreneur.
Learn how to design and test your research idea
in order to create value and success.

Ask me anything: Scientific Presentation
Have you been scientific talks and would
love to give one yourself? Now you want to
learn more, exchange ideas and hear real
hacks from experienced speakers? Then
this live session is the perfect place for you!

Mentoring in Science
This session will explore the multifaceted nature
of mentoring relationships, highlighting best
practices for both mentors and mentees. How
mentorship can enhance research productivity,
career development, and personal growth. 
 

Live classes: Schedule for July

Dear reader, 

all e-learnings will be replaced for
technical reasons on July 15, 2024. All
progress and certificates will not be
saved after this date. Please download
your certificates before the transition!
Enjoy our live classes and have a great
summer... 
Best regards, Robert 
(Head of Learning, TwentyOne Skills)

Plattform-Update:

Lunch Chat for Women in STEM
The form of the session will include a lot
of input from participants to start a
discussion about the challenges and
opportunities of following a career in
science and academia as a woman. 



https://lms.twentyoneskills.dekontakt@twentyoneskills.de
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Upcoming E-Learnings: 
3 Desk Stretches to Instantly Improve Your Day

and several nuggets on Career and A.I. topics

Beyond the PhD: Navigating New
Career Horizons
Graduating soon and looking for career
options? Explore diverse career options
and make informed decisions about your
future.

Dealing with Acute Stress
Stress is an inevitable part of life, but acute
stress can arise suddenly and intensely,
demanding immediate attention.  Insights on
recognizing the signs of acute stress,
implementing quick stress-relief techniques.

Time Management and Saying No
Navigating the demands of an academic career
can be challenging for researchers. Balancing
research, teaching, publishing, and personal life
requires effective time management and the
ability to say no to non-essential tasks.

Writing A Scientific Paper: First Steps For
PhD Students
Calling all PhD students! On the art of writing
a scientific paper. We will discuss tips and
tricks on how to get started with writing your
first publication and picking the right journal. 

Attention: All
classes replaced!


